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Open Letter to Chancellor Angela Merkel 07/02/2020

Your Excellency Dr Angela Merkel,
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A leader is a leader.
A leader, does the right thing, protects the innocents and the weak, empowers those who are
honest, makes powerless those who are dishonest, by his living example defines what is good
and what is evil, and arranges everything within the area of his command according to a just
order. In the European Union, the German Federal Chancerlor plays the leading role. This is
just due to the German Nation’s active and very painfull and very “costly” struggle against the
contemporary settler-colonialism.
However, during the past ten years there have been choices and incidents of perceived
negligence, from yours behalf, which they rise concerns:

1. Due to E.U.’s opened internal borders, Germany has legitimate and vital interests and
obligations in/towards Greece. For example, Greece’s vast mineral energy resources are an
absolute prerequisite for the entire E.U.’s freedom. Consequently, it remains unexplained your
perceived negligence to, at least, denounce publicly:
- the existing dictatorship in Greece (election votes counted by a private company for decades,
ban of the citizens’ inspecting their judicial/penal files, political assassination of Giannos
Kranidiotis, Kostas Tsalikidis, Socratis Giolias, Panagiotis Bompolas etc., American illegal
intervention in Greece related to the “Huge Cooper & Co” treaty, instrumentall bankruptsy of the
State by “puppet” governments through disproportionate external loans, systematic violations of
the Greek constitution related to the State’s external loan treaties/memorandum, child
organs/tissues smuggling, involuntary human experimentation, enslavement of citizens with
involuntary r.n.m./brain-locking electronic implants, bioterrorism related to cancer, political
persecutions of legitimate political dissidents, torturing and hostage-taking of crucial
eyewitnesses of Gladio’s crimes e.g. Olga Bompolas, Russian/British hybrid invasion at the
northern Greece, assassination attempts by the Russians in Paris, France against Greek
political dissidents).
- the illegitimate “Prespes Agreement” which constitutes an overt assault to the Greece’s
territorial integrity and to the Greeks’ human rigths, the perpetrators of which, they have been
congratulated by you.
- Greek political dissidents, like myself, who fled from Greece and resorted to other E.U.’s
member-States they are illegitimately denied a political asylum, which they are entitled to,
according to the international law, and they are bluntly and inhumanely being exposed, by the
E.U.’s governments to the U2RITS’s criminality for becoming the victims of a plausibly deniable
human sacrifice: homelessness, directed-energy (microwave) weapons, slandering,
forged-accusations, robbery, gang-stalking, poisoning, etc.
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2. The rule of the international law concerns all countries. Consequently, it remains unexplained
your perceived negligence to, at least, denounce publicly:
- The 18000 Syrian children organ/tissue harvesting/murder.
- The U2RIT’s illegal gang-stalking, over European soil, against innocent civilians, like myself.
- The U2RIT’s involuntary human experimentation, over European soil, against innocent
civilians, like myself.
- The U2RIT’s illegal r.n.m./brain-locking involuntary implanting, over European soil, against
innocent civilians, like myself.
- The U2RIT’s weaponisation of the supermarkets, at least, in Greece.
- The U2RIT’s weaponisation of the telecommunications.
3. There is an ongoing, overt and publicised attempt to develop and deliver to the European
families, technical means (a dual (Raman-IR_absorption) spectrometer, an Ionising-radiation
meter, a 27 Mhz voice/digital communicator, an electronic brain implant detector/deactivator, a
directed-energy/microwave detector, a biological-weapons detector, a single-board handheld
control-unit with a 3.5 inch touch-screen touch-pen) for self-defending themselves against the
U2RIT’s settler-colonialism. Until now, this legitimate, creative and of vital importance effort
remains, as it seems, totally neglected by you.
4. The unjust enmity is a lethal weapon. As being the Germany’s Federal Chancellor you
undoubtedly command a large symbolic, beyond the political, power. Your de facto refusal to, at
least verbally, defend the innocent European victims that I mentioned above it unjustly
condemns them to the public enmity. And this public enmity is prone to making plausibly
deniable any crime against these Europeans that the U2RIT might, “proudly”, commit. In other
words, e.g. your letting innocent and legitimate political refuges, like me, homeless in the
streets, you, unintentionally, cultivate in the public opinion the false perception that we are a
kind “criminals” and/or “mentally-ill” (which we are not), thus the public opinion becomes eligible
to believe any slander and/or forged-accusation that the U2RIT’s criminals might fabricate
against us. Meaning that, this unjust enmity marginalises us and alienates us from our network
of legitimate support, thus it unjustly turn us to defenceless and helpless candidates for
becoming destroyed by the U2RIT in many ways. The Federal Chancellor’s unjust enmity
towards us is guiding the citizens towards unjustly discrediting us. The same applies to every
European victim of the above mentioned U2RIT’s international aggression. And the same
applies to collective entities like Greece as a whole: If, the Europe’s leader avoids to, at least
verbally, defend Greece, and even worst, if she congratulates those who destroy Greece, then,
why should anyone else not make a profit by contributing to Greece’s destruction?
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The human life is sacred and invaluable, thus the European Union, either, it should have an
effective leadership, or, it should become dissolved, in order for the Europeans to remain alive,
healthy and free. Furthermore, the European citizens they are entitled to remain protected from
the perpetually “dragged and maddened with opiates beforehand” colonising settler-armies.
On February 8th, 2005, the former president of the Greek Parliament declared with the most
formal way possible, the deprivation of the Greek part of the European citizens from their
human rights. This declaration, combined with the E.U.’s unwillingness and/or inability to
respond positively and actively to the, being lethally assaulted by the settler-colonialism,
innocent European citizens, has given to the U2RIT the right, the fluency and the convenience,
to enforce upon us their genocidal policies; to murder us at will, or even sports-kill us; to
fearlessly gang-stalk us; to enslave us by unwittingly implant to our heads r.n.m./brain-locking
electronic devices; to poison us; and afterwords, to, seemingly and endlessly laugh with the
European population’s belief that, supposedly, everything is alright in Europe.
Concluding, I wish to kindly ask from you to do your duty, towards the sacredness of the
invaluable human life; towards History; and towards our human kind, and to do the right thing.
Cordially,

Christos Boumpoulis

economist

Exhibits
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8-2-2005 ΑΝΝΑ ΨΑΡΟΥΔΑ - ΜΠΕΝΑΚΗ σε ΚΑΡΟΛΟ ΠΑΠΟΥΛΙΑ

{youtube}qRNHI7uw9o0{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRNHI7uw9o0

Σήμερα | Ξεπέρασε κάθε όριο η κόντρα Τσίπρα-Μητσοτάκη | 09/05/2019

{youtube}kC8n2dnGch8{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC8n2dnGch8

Ένα Μήνυμα ΠΡΟΣ τους Έλληνες – ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΙΑ & ΣΥΜΦΩΝΙΑ ΤΩΝ ΠΡΕΣΠΩΝ

{youtube}B7IvruG2UcU{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7IvruG2UcU
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ΠΡΟΕΔΡΟΣ ΧΡΗΣΤΟΣ ΣΑΡΤΖΕΤΑΚΗΣ 1997,

{youtube}v5PcdlYsIX4{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5PcdlYsIX4

Youtube video Θερίζει ο καρκίνος στην Ανατολική Μακεδονία και Θράκη, αρνητική πρωτιά
για Δράμα

{youtube}Kw7rSAkDvC8{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kw7rSAkDvC8

G. Kasimatis Dictatorship Occupation English Subs

{youtube}bBjhMdBsYj8{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBjhMdBsYj8
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ΥΠΟΘΕΣΗ ΦΑΛΚΟΝ

{youtube}86N1KJQRRmY{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=86N1KJQRRmY

G. Ayfantis - Kirki Copper Mine - English subs

{youtube}4acc6_Vxxfw{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=4acc6_Vxxfw

Έλληνες διπλωμάτες μπλεγμένοι σε εμπόριο οργάνων παιδιών (ΑΡΤ, 20/11/18)

{youtube}yo1AuBGVlOo{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yo1AuBGVlOo
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ΔΙΟΙΚΗΤΗΣ ΕΛΠΙΣ 10000 ΑΥΤΟΚΤΟΝΙΕΣ ΣΤΗΝ ΕΛΛΑΔΑ'

{youtube}W1_SrYMPCwA{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1_SrYMPCwA

Olga Bompola’s testimony for illegal website www.bobolasgate.info

{youtube}VWE3CT88Vrg{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWE3CT88Vrg

ΣΧΕΔΙΟ BULGRAVIA – ΣΑΗΕΝΤΟΛΟΓΙΑ – ΔΙΑΜΕΛΙΣΜΟΣ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΛΑΔΟΣ

{youtube}9oRqcKr8mwk{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oRqcKr8mwk
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Putin’s Spy Games, Suspicious “Suicides,” and Creative Murders

{youtube}u3P21c4oTyA{/youtube}

www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3P21c4oTyA

Why a Judge’s Terrorism Watchlist Ruling is a Game Changer: What Happens Next

In Judge Trenga’s words: “there is no independent review of a person’s placement on the TSDB
by a neutral decisionmaker, and when coupled with the limited disclosures and opportunity to
respond by a person who requests that his status be reviewed, there exists a substantial risk of
erroneous deprivation, regardless of the internal procedures used to determine whether a
nomination to the TSDB is accepted.” Not even Judge Brown’s refinements for the No Fly List
satisfied Judge Trenga, who found that “in the context of individuals challenging their placement
on the TSDB rather than on the No Fly List, it is a black box – individuals are not told, even after
filing, whether or not they were or remain on the TSDB watchlist and are also not told the factual
basis for their inclusion.”

Source: https://www.justsecurity.org/66105/elhady-kable-what-happens-next-why-a-judges-terr
orism-watchlist-ruling-is-a-game-changer/
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Closing The Gap

Closing The Gap takes a deeper look into the Gang Stalking phenomenon and how community
notification programs are being used and abused to destroy the lives of innocent citizens. These
programs are being used to create a system of state control and conformity. The citizens of
democratic countries have been mobilized as weapons for the state. They are being used as a
clearing house for those who the state see as unfit, and undesirable. The state in every
community, workplace, and most families have created a disturbing, interconnected system of
surveillance, and control. Once targeted, the person in question is blacklisted. Then those
around the target are categorically enlisted into the states monitoring, supervision, and
annexing of the target.

Source: https://www.amazon.com.mx/Closing-Gap-Stalking-Gmb-Bailey/dp/1453803319

“Is Mind Control Possible? Absolutely. There is a mountain of evidence... Today we know
there are technologies that can induce sound into the brain at a distance, can monitor and alter
brainwaves at a distance, can alter behavior at a distance, can induce images into the brain at a
distance, can target individual organs at a distance. Can disrupt the calcium ions binding on
individual cell surfaces at a distance, creating pain and other effects anywhere in the body. Mind
control technology exists, without a question.”

-- Dr Eldon Byrd, Naval Officer, 2001

Source: https://www.targetedjustice.com/gangstalking---training-manual.html

5. SABOTAGING THE TARGET’S REPUTATION
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Sabotaging the target’s reputation- and all that goes with it, such as ability to earn a living,
business and personal relationships- is a very special operations category. Newer
community-based agents will not be assigned to “engineer” the method, but will assist in
passing “rumours,” which are the main means of destroying a target’s public image.

“Rumours” consist mainly of lies. However, in order to secure cooperation of specific members
of the community to participate in the punishment phase, additional information keyed to appeal
to the patriotic or community service sense of such community members may be used as well.
As mentioned earlier, the organization has many top psychologists and psychiatrists on
permanent staff at headquarters, and some in larger population centers. It is their responsibility
to design the campaign to destroy the target’s reputation.

These people listed below can be approached and given information which will cause them to
make the target’s association with them uncomfortable, or break off all contact with the target.

-Business contacts.

-Supervisors.

-Co-workers.

-Casual social contacts, such as clubs a target may be a member of, or a group that frequents a
bar where the target is a patron.

-Friends.
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-Local fraternal organizations- they are motivated by the public service, and are an excellent
source of assistance in keeping the target under surveillance, and participating in the
punishment phase as well.

-Store staffs at places the target shops.

-Target’s landlord.

-Target’s neighbors.

-Tradesmen who are likely to service the target’s home, car, or business.

-Bus drivers on the target’s route.

-Local children.

-City employees, including emergency medical technicians, ambulances.

-Homeless shelter staff and residents where applicable.

-Family members (surprisingly, many are ready to believe negative information.)

-Especially, personnel at places the target applies for work.
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How intensely (these sabotage operations are carried out) is governed mainly by the need to
prevent the target from (learning) that the negative rumors are being spread. The goal is to keep
negative information covertly flowing into the community, in such a way that those receiving the
information aren’t likely to tell the target.

6. DISCREDITING TARGETS

While the powerful silent support of operations by the justice and psychiatric systems has been
sufficient to prevent the target from informing the public, the area of discrediting targets is an
ongoing activity. Like sabotaging the target’s reputation, discrediting their public statements,
web sites, media appearances, letters to the editor and the like are done under the supervision
of psychologists and psychiatrists on their staff. If a community-based agent (CBA) has a good
track record of intelligently carrying out assignments, and has access to a computer, the CBA
may apply to the local Control Center for assignment to discredit work. Excellent
communications skills are required. Some of the activities CBAs carry out under supervision
are:

-Monitoring message boards, Wogs, and open media like Indy media for target posts.

This is normally done in special shifts and under scheduling and control at a higher level than
your local CC. This monitoring is assisted by blog scanning software which will detect and
instantly flag posts relating to activities. The CBA doing this work will immediately reply with
comments like “Someone isn’t taking their medication” or “target name” has provided absolutely
no evidence.” The CBA will then report the post to higher level supervisors for possibly more
detailed responses.

-Monitoring newspapers in your area for letters to the editor regarding activities. Most editors
and many reporters have been recruited and are willing to assist in keeping the important work
of monitoring and neutralizing quiet, but once in a while, a letter to the editor will slip through. In
this case, comments like “Someone isn’t taking their medication” are not an appropriate
response. Transcribe and forward such a letter to the editor to the supervisor, along with your
proposed response. The supervisor may edit your response, and will assist in ensuring your
response is printed.
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-Your supervisor will have staff monitoring upcoming talk show appearances by targets. While
most talk show hosts, even those somewhat sympathetic to targets, have received discrediting
information and often will not host targets, some targets do manage to get on the air. In this
case, your supervisor will assign you to call in to the show, and instruct you as to appropriate
things to say, such as rebutting the target’s claims, pretending to be a target calling and making
“wacko” statements such as “UFOs are harassing me,” or pulling the discussion away from real
activities and to something like “media mind control.”

-Agents who have excellent persuasive communication skills can be assigned, with careful
coaching and preparation from supervisors, to pretend to be a target and get on talk shows
known to air targets as the guest. These opportunities are great ways to discredit targets by
talking about UFOs, things like black helicopters following you, foil beanies, satellites “parked”
just above your home, and perhaps events normally considered “paranormal” like seeing (things
that) appear and disappear. These discrediting topics must be a total surprise to the host, only
mentioned after the show is in progress.

-CBA can “casually” describe the “odd behavior” exhibited by the target as a result of around the
clock activities to the target’s neighbors. The idea is to focus the neighbors’ attention to the
target’s behavior, hinting that maybe the target is mentally ill. This is easy once the target has
developed suspicion that “everyone is out to get” him or her.

It is a special “honor” for CBAs to be chosen for target discreditation work.

Source: https://www.targetedjustice.com/gangstalking---training-manual.html

Targeted Individual's Guide to Homelessness
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What you should know about homelessness and shelters

You are either a targeted individual who has been driven into being homelessness/house-less
or you are someone who is homeless who has discovered the reality of your situation.

In the 'homeless' circuit life is alot different than what you are used to-its a sub culture, one that
the mainstream doesn't know much about it seems. I have found that there is corruption in this
system like you would not believe.

The public and the state gives and there is still a homeless problem because the people who
run the system are scam artists partially and a lot of the 'homeless' simply cannot or will not be
housed. This is a vulnerable/marginalized population with basically no voice and splintered
demographics making up the population as a whole. The homeless shelter circuit and services
are con mans dreams come true..especially white collar criminals who work in administrative
positions.

I have seen everything from outright stealing to favoritism to misrepresentation of the
organization to get funds, both government run and faith based.

It's an absolute mess. The people running these places or staying in them can often be
criminals..career ones. This means that they will just target you as part of running thier
business. CORRUPTION ALWAYS NEEDS TO AVOID EXPOSURE. WILLFUL
INCOMPETENCE IS USUALLY A COVER FOR CORRUPTION AND THIS KIND OF WASTE
MAKES PROFIT.

The shelter residents who do the targeting (your fellow 'homeless') are either going to get
favored by the shelter or outsiders..either their drug dealer or the crooked in the criminal justice
system-who have no shortage of people in on organized stalking and harassment at all levels.

Your circumstances are going to be alot different than other 'homeless' people. You also will
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have to make excuses as to why you don't want sec 8 or housing.DON'T SAY YOU ARE
TARGETED. Getting you locked up is gangstalking's number 1 priority. You are going to get
abused, set up, harassed and all kinds of mind games.

...

You are going to have to use all your knowledge of a lifetime to get through being targeted
much less dealing with being homeless as well.

The psychological warfare campaign WILL NOW USE THIS STATUS LEVEL TO DEMEAN
YOU FURTHER.

So you are being kicked out of society, in a way. This is where you have to keep yourself alive
via the internet, activism, public appearance like panhandling or other activity.

Don't let homelessness swallow you up. Don't let the perps convince you that you don't exist or
force you to forget all that has happened ..or drive you to lose your mind.

You will most likely be offered housing repeatedly in an obvious manner as a bribe to sell out to
some untruth like a label or silence you about the harassment or to cease your whistle blowing
activities. It's up to you what your level of durability is.I say don't sell out end of story.

...

If you are a smart TI you already know about other parts of gang stalking..keep this in mind as
you go to different locations/buildings.This is the sort of environment where you will be treated
very badly and people think they can get away with it.Document everything, point out always
how the rules were not followed and how you were 'played' and especially any favor given to
perps that are fellow homeless. You will find, believe it or not, that certain shelters actually host
what seem like perp groups... don't even try to conceive of how inhumane and sinister this is,
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just document it. Hostels may have even worse activities waiting for you from a perp group.(This
is where a shelter being accountable as a service agency has its advantages over
hostels.)Another reason that you are forced into homeless shelters is that these are all basically
mind control environments..every shelter I have been to employs some kind of tactic according
to the definition of 'brain washing'. It's to keep the population in line.You will have to fight the
urge to give up or fall into complacency. Harassment outside of the shelter adds to trauma.In
some shelters you will find relief from outside harassment for a time.

You might want to opt out of being homeless in shelters (homebum) and become a traveling
house-less person (hobo) which is more nomadic and gets the local system out of your life.
However that lifestyle is hard, takes versatility and high intelligence. If yer a TI then yer targeted
for those qualities anyway.

Source: http://homelessti.blogspot.com/2009/06/what-you-should-know-about-homelessness.h
tml

“The Organization” And Its Methods and Goals Exposed by Dr. Rauni Kilde (M.D.)

“The Organization” Behind Global Gang Stalking Terrorism Operations And Its Methods and
Goals Exposed (From Dr. Rauni Kilde’s “Bright Light on Dark Shadows,” 2015)

(ETK Introduction): In her 2015 book, “Bright Light on Black Shadows,” the late Dr. Rauni Kilde
(MD) offers the most plausible and probably the most accurate description of “The Organization”
behind global stalking terrorism operations that I have yet encountered. As a “targeted
individual” herself for over 30 years and as the former Chief Medical Officer of Northern Finland
with degrees in several medical specialties, Dr. Kilde had ample opportunity to study and
observe the organized stalking/electronic torture/mind control system first hand. In February,
2015, she was tortured and murdered by “The Organization.”

Below are some of the most pertinent excepts from “Bright Light on Black Shadows,” her first
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and only book written in English. Dr. Kilde held many national and international awards for her
scientific achievements and pubic service and she spoke 6 languages. English was not Dr.
Kilde’s native tongue and most of “Bright Light on Black Shadows” was assembled after her
death by a European who was also not a native speaker of English. Thus, alas, the book is not
well edited. For this reason, I have taken the liberty of very slightly changing the wording of
some of the more awkward passages. However, despite her relative unfamiliarity with the
English language, Dr. Kilde’s meaning is generally quite clear. The following passages are
worth reading and re-reading until full comprehension regarding this hellish system begins to
sink in!

Dr. Rauni Kilde: “We are living in an era where everything is controlled by the elite and
intelligence agencies and those opposing their tyranny are eliminated by mind controlled,
micro-chipped patsies, or false-flag suicide or accidents or induced illnesses.

...

An Example and Explanation of “The Organization’s” Gang Stalking Operations from 1988 (ETK
Note: One can speculate here that “Eve” is Dr. Kilde herself).

“A good friend of mine was able to give insight to the way a harasser, actually, a created
criminal mind recruited for an intelligence organization (Israeli Mossad), works. In 1988 she had
this conversation with her nanny whom she had hired in the USA to take care of her child,
whom she took to Norway during a summer holiday.

One morning the nanny suddenly said to her employer, a beautiful woman with a good
background:

AG: You do not know who I am.

Eve: Oh yes, you are A.G.
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A.G.: No, I am a soldier.

Eve: Yeah, right.

A.G.: I get more money than you do.

Eve: How?

A.G. Well, I get a commission.

Eve: Out of what?

A.G.: It depends on how valuable the items are, or the information is. You know you will be
wiped of everything you have.

Eve: Anything is possible, but no one can touch what I have in Norway because I have no
loans.

A.G. Ha, this is what you think! Your properties, with inventory down to the spoon are already
on computer, with a different ownership.

At this point, I was she sure she wanted to make herself interesting by making up this bizarre
conversation.

Eve: You are talking nonsense.
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A.G.: No, you wait and see, after the year 2000 they have gotten everybody.

Eve: Who are “they?”

A.G.: The organization. The drug lords, the intelligence agencies, men turned drug lords, bribed,
and now they control the majority of the world, but no one knows it.

Eve: Nonsense, so what does it have to do with me? I am nobody.

A.G. You have assets and art.

Eve: So what?

A.G.: Well, for us at the bottom level, it adds up.

Eve: Who are you working with?

A.G.: The Norwegian woman (who recommended her the nanny) and a third person, a real
expert. Then we have a boss. It will happen to you without you knowing it. It is so-o-o-o subtle,
so-o-o well done. When it is all too late, then you will know. Horrible stories will be told about
you, even your neighbors, friends, and your own family will turn their backs.

Eve: This is absolutely crazy. I have never done anything criminal. I don’t know any criminals
and no one I know would want to hurt me, so why me? Your story doesn’t make sense.
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A.G.: Exactly, that is the whole idea, you came from the sunny side of life, you have everythingyou are intelligent, beautiful and never had a struggle in your life. This is why you are perfect.
You have not lived a life defending yourself. You don’t know what hardship is, well- you will get
it. You see, it is not fair to all of us who have suffered. We have it coming to us too, through
people like you. This is why the organization is so big, everybody goes for it. Why shall you
have 15-16 mattresses and others have none or one? We are the masses against the minority,
you haven’t got a chance!

At this point, I believed A.G. to be very disturbed, but I continued the conversation by asking her
what had happened in her life. She said she was thrown out by her husband with $30,000 to
start a new life. Then everything was stolen from her by a big drug lord whom she fell in love
with. He lived in the largest mansion at that place and she got recruited, sent to training camp
with Mossad trainers. Through a Jewish Organization she was sent as a nanny cover to the
Norweigian lady’s ex-husband to steal during nights. Locations of state documents, valuables
were stolen. She said they worked as sisters with one rule; secrecy- never tell your sister what
your assignment is in each with their boss’s instructions once a week. A.G. continued.

A.G.: You see, the whole point is that none can prove anything. That is the basic rule,
elimination of proof and loyalty. Those that talk get eliminated.

Eve: Are you Jewish?

A.G.: Yes, and born in Hamburg. I never have a fixed address, but stay with other recruits
around the world. You see, no one can get me. I have access to lawyers and judges anywhere,
who protect me. You see, those in the organization are guaranteed salaries, tax relieves, old
home and health care. Those who are not in the organization will be left out from the computer,
they cannot even use money, but many will die and no one will understand but think it’s from
natural causes.

Eve: What do you mean, you mean they don’t kill with guns?

A.G.: laughed. Guns, she laughed, we haven’t used guns for ten years (1978); they use natural
diseases.
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She kept mixing “we” and “they”, meaning the organization. At this point I was sure that she was
doing psychic terror terminology (that) I lately have gotten accustomed to.

Eve: How can you kill with natural diseases?

A.G.: They have top medical staff, also dentists and scientists bribed with top psychiatrists and
experts in business and finance to take over the world with microchips and the computer. You
see, they have every big shot capitalist on the computer. They sabotage, lend money, and take
over.

Eve: Well, but the owner remains the owner.

A.G.: Only as long as he is needed, you see, they build him up. They merge, it is easier to
control. When they have someone from the organization trained and ready for that particular
job, they get rid of the owner. Cancer, heart attacks are most common, but they have numerous
other ways, (including) insect bites, poisons, mental instability- you name it- they do it.

Eve: This is crazy talk- this can never happen in Norway.

A.G.: Norway is the target- they already have it under control. First, they take small
communities, until they have infiltrated all offices. Then the capital is lost, and then everything is
too late. We have every corporation infiltrated, including security firms. You see, the trick is that
we get in anywhere, only Mossad (Israeli intelligence) has a lock no one gets into.

Eve: People in Norway will find out.

Ana laughed.
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A.G.: This is the most brilliantly self-financed war. They can see everything that another person
does. They can read their minds, they cannot hide anywhere, and the same will happen to you.
They can steer you; tiny transistors are placed in your homes, in the walls.

Here I interrupted her.

Eve: In order to follow me anywhere I would have to have a connection in my body.

A.G.: Precisely. You will be implanted. The whole game is implant, microchip, and computer.
They will create chaos and sabotage everywhere and draw attention away from serious issues.

Eve: The Norweigian people will not do that.

A.G.: They organized all the down and out people, those in wheelchairs, lost jobs, old people’s
homes. After a planned bank crisis people will flock into the organization, but basically they take
prisoners, youth without homes and family ties, to training camps where they are IQ tested and
trained according to potential. (They are) trained in burglary and sabotage and
MICROCHIPPED for mind control, and then they return them to Norway.

Eve: Why would anyone do this to a nice country like Norway that defends human rights and
are a peaceful people?

A.G. That is exactly why. You haven’t had a war for 50 years, you and Finland, why?

The region of wars has to shift. Do you think it is fair that Israel shall have this long-lasting war?
It will be peace in Ireland and Israel, and you will lose out your resources, corporations and
homes, so this will go to other Norwegians in the organization. Only temporarily, because lots of
immigrants will be in Norway and they will continue the whole. It is fair, you see, because
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everybody gets a chance to live a dream life sooner or later in life.

Eve: What motivates people to do this?

A.G.: When you own airlines, banks, corporations, the top computer experts in the world, what
is next? The Pentagon, they control the scientists and steal all information from the computers
after 2000. They made it like that. They are the only ones that have access to the computers
after 2000. They have that chip.

(She kept on talking about a special chip and that their aim was a grand takeover of the world.)

Eve: Look, every nation has a military and will fight these drug lords.

A.G.: They have even fixed that. Elderly, those on pensions and social security have to be part
of the organization, all in the name of “National Security.” Everybody will be grouped; the
capitalists will feel like kings, they are the last ones to know what is really happening. Each
political party will be approached and kept separate in the name of unity, peace, and the
betterment of mankind. Everything will be legal and done through the government. You see, in
order to save expenses for each nation with defense, they will have a one world army.

Eve: Someone will oppose this, what about the terrorists?

A.G.: They have them too. The Red Brigade, the Bahnhof Strasse gang, and Hells Angels, they
all work closely with the very top. Everybody takes bribes, and they are trained by the tops of
the military from every country. Unknowingly, they get micro-chipped. With a gas they knock
you out during sleep, a tiny cut in the back of the spine. They also cut your chin and down
leaving a tiny blood stripe on purpose to scare you. They use everybody when needed to their
purposes. The covert activities of humans to mass-enslave humans are done with lies,
misinformation, covert grotesque human exploitation and manipulation.
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To enslave or yes, to ruin, are the aims. Their plans and activities are beyond the conception of
a normal thought frame. Everything is made up, so none will believe it. It is a psychological war.
You see, the internet freedom is only to register people. Everything is solicited there so they
later can be caught or judged. All the porno, pedophilia, etc., will get it. In Brussels, those in
high offices are beamed beta, sex programming which changes your stimuli towards children.
This way the organization has something ON them and they have to obey whatever they are
told.

Ana told her next business was children in Brazil.

I asked what her expertise was, and she answered, insurance. I asked what her latest job was
and where. She said, “In Australia,” due to her swimming abilities. She drilled a hole in the
bottom of a yacht belonging to a newspaper owner. He collected insurance and at a later date,
the insurance company was tipped off. He got jail!

Eve: What are you going to do with me?

A.G. You will see. Besides you are (already) put on every hit list with all agencies. You see, they
plan your life 20 years ahead. They also destroy nations. They cover the law. They have a
whole new law system ready to go into use after 2000. It starts with the IRS, the Internal
Revenue Service, and every little detail they know of your past. And also your medical and
hereditary traits.

(There are documents on this technology of how to pick up the entire past of a person, by e.g.,
interrupting you in your dream state.)

Eve: How does one know that is war in Norway?

Ana gave two variations: One, they call it the silent war, and two, “person to person” war. There
will be an agent to every three people in Norway to do one in. The beauty of this is that no one
is really doing much harm, because one does not know what the other is doing; but combined, it
kills. It all happens over several years so no one reacts and it only that for ex., one person in a
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family gets hit. They have technology which goes direct to your brain and can make you crazy,
paranoid, or angry. The idea is that during your sleep, at 4 am, they wake you up to destabilize
your sleep pattern, to wear you down. TV, radio, CDs will turn on by themselves, and all
electrical items will function as a slow killer. They implant your walls and roofs with magnets,
and make a sign on your roof or house, to be hit when the real blitz starts, and you will hear a
sound in every room all night following you from room to room.

This is how they drive you nuts, you see. A psychiatrist will say you suffer from schizophrenia
paranoia, and combined with a worm filament in your system, which will work like a sputnik,
triggered by a computer program. When it rests, it lies in the elbow or hand or wrist giving
constant pain. This knuckle will be somewhat paralyzed for periods of time. The worm will eat
up energy centers in your back spine starting from the bottom up.

(At this point I was paralyzed from listening to all this evil. She continued.)

Satanism, you see, is our strongest card, because no one will take it seriously. The whole idea
is to be as evil as possible, because it is unthinkable to normal people, no one can digest it.

Eve: Who started all this?

A.G.: Oh, you don’t understand, it is practiced on the highest levels of government. We have
meetings in the desert on the largest ranches in the U.S. and everybody thinks up the most evil
thing one can do to another person. The CIA is directly involved; actually very heavily. We can
also make ourselves transparent, but not everyone, only certain chosen for specific tasks. We
have séances and do mass concentrations on a victim. Hells Angels, Nazism, and Satanism is
propagated from the same source. (ETK: Judeo-Masonic-Satanism).

Eve: Is that why we have this in Norway?

A.G.: Yes, through your mind-controlled recruits, you see, there is no politics, only one
communist control over the world.
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Eve: Why are you so greedy and money conscious?

A.G.: Well, the communists found out that they wanted money too, so they befriended the
capitalists and made them work for them without understanding it. They are so easily bribed,
give them ten years and they will be in the camps. By then, the infiltrator knows the whole
system. It will be grandest takeover in history.

Eve: People will spot the infiltrators.

A.G.: Oh no, the first thing we learn are manners, then correct speech, then how to dress, and
the most important thing, acting. Yes, they learn acting like in Lee Strasberg acting school. They
are very well trained. The name of the game is deception and AFTER SEVERAL YEARS OF
FRIENDSHIP, THEY HIT YOU! Every recruit, soldier, agent must be in a charity or organization
and show impeccable behavior on the outside. This is important, credibility is the main factor.

Eve: How can a woman like you lead such a false and evil life, it will all come back to you.

A.G.: It is live or let die.”

Kilde: …”So, we got insight into how the criminal organization works to destroy the population
and their recruits, including using “invisible recruits” when doing some of their harassment
operations, including killing of innocent civilians.”

Source: https://www.gangstalkingmindcontrolcults.com/3010-2/
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